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Taipei 101 towers 
over the city. 
Opposite: Noodles 
doused in pork fat 
at Yuan Guo.
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almost every chair in Taipei’s Shanghai Long Ji Restaurant 
is occupied. While the mostly middle-aged and elderly 
customers peruse menus, red-shirted waitresses shuttle 
small plates of room temperature dishes like drunken pig 
feet, red-cooked river prawns, and tofu skin “noodles” 
mixed with blanched mustard greens and edamame from 
the front display counter to Formica-topped tables, 
pausing occasionally to bellow orders in the direction of 
the kitchen. When bowls of cai fan (steamed rice threaded 
with stems of baby bok choy), platters of stews and stir-
fries, and tureens of steaming soup begin arriving in the 
dining room, the clatter of chopsticks against porcelain 
joins the cacophony of voices bouncing off walls and 
ceiling. Amid all the joyful, noisy eating, Ivy Chen nearly 
has to shout to be heard.

“This is real beef, not tenderized like many restaurants 
do. A little chewy, but you can taste the meat,” she says, 
pointing with her chopsticks at a stir-fry of beef 
matchsticks, jade scallion leaves and fresh red chilies. 
Petite, with a conspiratorial smile and eyebrows that shoot 
up when she’s discussing good things to eat, Tainan native 
Ivy Chen is a 56-year-old cooking instructor and food 
writer who doesn’t hesitate to pass judgment. “This rice is 
no good. It’s too soft!” she snorts as I, wallowing in blissful 
ignorance, shovel in mouthfuls of the offending cai fan. 
“Food just cannot be delicious without fat!” she crows, 
slipping a spoon into a bowl of tender soy-stewed pork ribs 
and baby yam bathed in glossy mahogany sauce.

I’m in Taipei for five days, charged with sussing out the 
city’s dining scene, and this lunch with Ivy is the first full 
meal of my trip. It’s not my first visit so I’m not unfamiliar 
with the territory. But Taipei is a sprawling metropolis, and 
the capital of a place whose food—regional Chinese and 
Japanese specialties, native island food and innumerable 
combinations and permutations of all of the above—defies 
easy description. Open for business round the clock and 
home to limitless epicurean offerings, from humble street 
food to white-tablecloth fare, Taipei inspires a frantic, 
kid-in-a-candy-story quest to eat it all. Now. So with 
limited time on the ground, I seek direction. Ivy Chen, a 
foodie of strong opinions, is just the person to provide it.

ivy says, #1
Temples Are Where It’s At
Pick any spot at random on a map of Taipei and there’s a 
good chance you’ll wind up near a temple. In this city of a 
little more than 2.6 million enthusiastic noshers, lighting a 
stick of incense in an elaborately embellished hall devoted 
to Matsu, Guanyin, the Tiger God or any of hundreds of 
other deities is as central to daily life as breakfast, lunch 
and dinner.

Which explains the symbiotic relationship between 
worship and victuals.

If you want to find good food, go to a temple area,” Ivy 
says. “Temples are bustling places, so in Taipei’s early days 
this is where fresh markets set up.” Markets attracted 
prepared food sellers, who parked their stalls near the 
sources of their fresh ingredients. Though these days many 
of Taipei’s temples are dwarfed by high rises, they continue 
to anchor pockets of prodigious eats.

There’s no better proof of this than Wuchang Road, 
where a lively city god temple sits just across the street 
from Café Astoria (a half-century-old coffee shop and 
bakery where Ivy and I chatted over walnut-studded 
marshmallows and iced coffee). The street, near Taipei 
Main Station, is home to scads of restaurants and cafés, and 
on any day but Mondays—when many markets, restaurants 
and vendors close—its sidewalks are packed with sellers of 
produce, teas, boiled sweet potatoes and taro and sweets 
like mochi and peanut brittle. Several strides west of Café 
Astoria is a portal to hawker food heaven, an alley of 
vendors selling fruits, cold jellies and iced douhua (silky 
bean curd with ginger syrup and various toppings) that 
dead-ends at another, longer lane lined with purveyors of 
steaming noodle soups, braised meats and stir-fries.

It is deep in this alley that I find my touchstone for 
niurou mian, Taiwan’s famous beef- noodle soup. Laopai 
Niurou La Mian Da Wang is a decades-old, grease-stained 
corner shop fronted by a cauldron big enough to bathe in, 
and one of the few establishments open to the elements. 
That means no air-conditioning—and the alley is an 
inferno during summer months. But I would gladly suffer 
through a thousand sweat-drenched sittings over a serving 
of Laopai’s ropey hand-pulled noodles immersed in 
cinnamon and star anise-touched beef broth bobbing with 
rafts of tender meat. The only way to better a bowlful is to 
add every condiment on the table—ginger-and-garlic 
slurry, Sichuan-style chili flakes in oil and chopped 
preserved mustard greens—and to accompany it with 
thick-skinned, boiled dumplings spilling Chinese chives 
and pork.
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Above: Find iced douhua, silky bean curd with ginger syrup, at the hawker-food haven off Wuchang Road. Below: The touchstone 
for Taiwan’s famous beef-noodle soup, niurou mian, is at the decades-old, grease-stained Laopai Niurou La Mian Da Wang.
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I would gladly suffer 
through a thousand 
sweat-drenched 

sittings over Laopai’s 
hand-pulled noodles 
in beef broth bobbing 

with rafts of meat

At hot pot hot spot 
Yuan Guo, the vibe 
is familial and the 
welcome warm.
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ivy says, #2
Seafood Rules
“Our fish is so good, so fresh. How could you visit Taipei 
and not eat fish?” Ivy asks as we settle our bill at Astoria. 
Gastronomically speaking, one of the best things Taipei 
has going for it is its location on an island. With more than 
1,500 kilometers of coastline, Taiwan boasts one of the 
world’s largest fishing industries; of more salience to the 
eater is the fact that its food transport and handling 
standards are top-notch. The quality of the seafood on 
display at any wet market in the city is matched only by that 
in Japan. Delicate coral shrimp and clear-eyed, ruddy-
gilled mackerel, glistening rose-mottled squid and chunks 
of crimson tuna—these constitute visual evidence that the 
island’s cooks demand the finest. “The simplest 
preparations are best,” Ivy says. “Try our seafood congee.”

One evening, I follow a recommendation to the eastern 
edge of the Ningxia Night Market, near Dihua district, and 
locate no-frills congee joint Dong Shi Xian Zhou in the 
middle of a row of, well, no-frills congee joints. Behind the 
display of glistening seafood on ice at its entrance, one 
burly tank-topped man labors over a stove set with 
individual pans of congee while another works an adjacent 
griddle, frying oyster omelettes and sauteeing laboriously 
boned and butterflied shimu yu (milkfish, possibly 
Taiwan’s favorite piscine species).

After ordering one of each—congee, fillet and 
omelette—I snag one of the five tables on Dong Shi’s 
cramped ground floor (there’s more seating upstairs) and 
wait. Twenty minutes I wait, but all is forgiven when my 
congee—Taiwan’s is loose and soupy, Thai khao tom-style 
rather than thick Hong Kong  jook-style—arrives. I hang 
my head over the aluminium bowl, extra deep so the rice 
sinks to its bottom and set in a wooden frame that suspends 
it above the table’s surface, breathe deep and smell the sea. 
Batons of bamboo and ginger float in a clear broth with 
clams, oysters, squid rings, a few thick slices of mushroom 
and a blush-pink shell-on prawn. The light but intense 
broth speaks of fish bones simmered slowly and carefully. 
Served with lime, salt and pepper dip, the beautifully 
browned, crispy milkfish displays a pool of fat in its 
middle. The omelette’s plump bivalves might have just been 
plucked from the ocean but finishing it is beyond my 
abilities—though I do briefly consider a second congee.

The scene at Japanese-run Addiction Aquatic 
Development (AAD), which opened earlier this year in 
Taipei’s wholesale market district, couldn’t be more 
different. With concrete floors, dark timber counters and 
exposed piping, the cavernous Japanese-run dining and 
shopping emporium exudes urban cool. When I arrive for a 

late weekday lunch, pandemonium reigns at the standing-
only sushi and sashimi bar, whose roped-off entrance is 
hidden behind a clutch of mostly youngish Taiwanese 
customers waiting, assigned numbers in hand, to be 
allowed in. I console myself at the half-empty seafood bar 
with a gluttonous mixed cold plate: a bed of ice mounded 
with oysters, tuna and yellowtail sashimi, fresh abalone, 
prawns, rock lobster halves and two huge crab legs. The 
sea-salty bivalves take well to a squeeze of lime and a dab of 
wasabi, but the delicate sweetness of the shellfish demands 
that I leave all accompaniments aside.

ivy says, #3
Night Markets Are Overrated
Though Taipei flies well under the radar of many food-
obsessed travelers, its night markets are the stuff of legend.

I’ve never understood why.
Swayed by the hype, four years ago I passed an evening 

at Raohe Night Market in the city’s northeast. The 
atmosphere was jovial, with bright lights, loud music and 
enthusiastic crowds, but Raohe’s edible offerings left me 
ruing time and calories wasted. Night-market food is 
carnival food. Deep-fried, slathered in salad cream, wildly 
colored and/or served on a stick, it’s more about fun than 
flavor, something to be easily consumed while your senses 
are otherwise occupied. “It’s a shame that Taipei puts so 
much energy into promoting its night markets,” Ivy says. 
“Sure, go once if you want. But don’t spend your nights 
there.” And why would you, when the city holds so many 
other, more delicious nocturnal diversions?

“Mommy wants you to drink!” cries Mary Lin as she 
arrives at our table of 10 with a tray of thimble-sized 
glasses, then toasts us by draining her own. Welcome to 
Yuan Guo, which Mary, a former accountant, and her 
husband Paul Yaung opened 10 years ago. At this cozy 
restaurant serving home-style Taiwanese dishes in the 
shadow of Taipei 101, the vibe is familial and the welcome 
warm, whether you’re a long-standing regular or a new 
face. “We’ve thought about expanding, but it’s hard to keep 
the special feeling,” Mary tells me during a break on this 
jumping Friday evening.

I hang my head over 
the bowl, breathe deep 

and smell the sea. 
The light but intense 
broth speaks of fish 

bones simmered 
slowly and carefully

Sea-salty mixed 
cold plate at 
Addiction Aquatic 
Development.
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While a boisterous wedding party occupying the 
communal table at Yuan Guo’s center opens bottle after 
bottle of champagne and couples in the restaurant’s few 
booths share hot pot, I work my way through a perfectly 
timed succession of dishes that arrive far enough apart to 
allow leisurely alcohol-accompanied-nibbling but close 
enough together to ensure that I never encounter a cold 
mouthful. Wedges of sweet, milky, young bamboo served 
with mayonnaise on the side precede thin slices of well-
marbled pork marinated in wine lees (the sludgy solids at 
the bottom of the wine barrel) and a plate of lu wei, the 
classic Taiwanese anise-and-soy-sauce-mixed braise of 
tofu, pork and offal. Deep-fried and sautéed with 
cracklings, funky century-old eggs boast a seductive 
chewiness and taste sweet, salty and intriguingly fishy. 
Yuan Guo’s stripped-down oyster omelette is filler-free, 
composed only of barely cooked marble-sized specimens 
enclosed in a pillow of beaten egg. To finish: a bowl of wheat 
noodles, memorably dressed with just a spoonful of lu wei 
juices, a drizzle of lard and the fantastically fiery chili 
sauce that Paul and Mary make themselves. 

On another evening, I follow the trendsetters to Lao Jiu, 
a sleek but low-key restaurant specializing in upscale hot 
pot, which is enjoying a moment in Taipei. Lao Jui’s version 
is flavored with suan baicai (pickled cabbage) and served 
with wine to match. “Our soup has many layers. When you 
take a sip of champagne it brings out the sweetness of the 
cabbage,” co-owner Han Chen Kuan, who opened the 
restaurant two years ago with his cousin, tells me earnestly 
as he adds to our pot shreds of baicai, which turn grass 
green after minutes in the boiling soup. Also of-the-
moment in this city: pairing wine with food. And the young 
restaurateur hopes that by combining fashion with a 
passion for quality ingredients—his cabbage is naturally 
fermented and the pork belly served with hot pot is from 
female pigs (“Less smell, nicer flavor,” Han says)—will 

EAT
Shanghai Long Ji Cai Guan 
1 Ln. 101, Yanping Nan Rd.; 
886-2/2331-5078; NT$600 
for two.
Laopai Niurou La Mian Da 
Wang Ln. 46, Chongqing Nan 
Rd. Section 1; NT$150 for two.
Dong Shi Xian Zhou 66 Ningxia 
Rd.; 886-2/2555-7593; 4:20 
p.m. to 10:20 p.m.; congee 
NT$300 for two. 
Addiction Aquatic 
Development 18 Alley 2, Ln. 
410, Minzu Dong Rd., Zhongshan; 
886-2/2508-1268; www.
addiction.com.tw; NT$2,800 for 
two (cash only).
Yuan Guo 6 Ln. 178, Zhuangjing 
Lu, Xinyi; 886-2/2723-2111; 
dinner for two NT$1,100.
Lao Jiu 307 Fuxing Bei Rd.; 
886-2/2718-1122; hot pot with 
wine NT$2,000 for two.
Lan Jia Gua Bao 3 Alley 8, 
Lane 316, Roosevelt Rd. Section 
3; 88-6-2/2368-1165; NT$90 

enable him to recast a dish traditionally reserved for family 
reunions as an anytime splurge for Taipei’s younger diners.

I’ve always eaten hot pot out of obligation; it’s never 
been something I’d ever go out of my way for. But Han’s 
suan baicai, made in Taichung where Han’s uncle opened 
the original Lao Jiu more than a decade ago, lends the soup 
a lovely brightness that shines through even after the 
addition of thinly sliced pork, king oyster mushrooms, 
silky tofu skin and squares of spongy frozen tofu. The lowly 
pickled vegetable reaches its apogee as a bit player in a 
brilliant plate of thick, chewy potato-starch noodles fried 
with pork.

If Taipei has a gastronomic downside it’s that you’ll 
leave, as I have after every visit, regretting all the dishes 
left uneaten. Concerted street trolling will yield treasures 
like gua bao (Taiwan’s pulled pork sandwich), noodles in a 
soup of squid and holy basil and the freshest tofu served 
with little more than a dab of oyster sauce, and 
concentrated table hopping will lead to some of the region’s 
best, most interesting restaurant fare. But privileging one 
means missing out on another: you just can’t eat it all. 
Certainly not now. Which is as good an excuse as any to 
return and try, try again. ✚

for two.
Li Ji Hakka Squid Noodle 
289 Ding Zhou Rd. Section 3; 
NT$200 for two. 
Long Tan Dou Hua 237 
Ding Zhou Rd. Section 3; NT$70 
for two.

DRINK 
Café Astoria 2F 5 Wuchang Rd. 
Section 1; 886-2/2381-5589; 
coffee for two NT$160.
Alchemy World-class craft 
cocktails in a reservations-only 
speakeasy. 2F 16-1 Xinyi Rd. 
Section 5; 886-9/5358-5759 
(booking required); cocktails for 
two NT$700.
Whinos Wine bar with 
an excellent and well-priced 
by-the-glass selection, and 
wine-friendly nibbles. 7 Ln. 14, 
Siwei Rd., Da’an; 866-2/2705-
0656; wine tasting for two 
NT$1,200. 
Café Bastille Offers more than 
100 Belgian beers. 91 Wenzhou 
Jie; 886-2/3365-2275; beers for 
two NT$300.

Wedges of sweet, 
milky, young bamboo 
served with mayonnaise 
precede thin slices of 
well-marbled pork 

marinated in wine lees 
and a plate of lu wei

Clockwise from top left: Pulled-pork gua bao; diners at Yuan Guo; pork, radish and dofu; eating on the street, Taipei-style.
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